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New E pressio 
A magazine by Chicago teens for Chicago teens. 
Inside: 
Teens in politics 
Sex education 
The Rock music controversy 
Summer jobs 
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Photo by Edward Williams 
2 NEW EXPRESSION 
Teens relate to Three Dog Night performing on "Soundstage" in 
Chicago. Photo courtesy of the Public Broadcasting System 
Rod<: Expresses Teen Reality 
By Lisa Ely, Stephan Gaddy, 
Robert Herbert 
In February, WBBM-TV 
explored the effect of popular 
song Iynes on teenagers. 
Songs about dope, sex and 
putting down the establish-
ment came under attack in 
this report by Gene Siskel. 
Lyrics m songs such as 
"Let's Get Drunk and Screw" 
and "Give Me Some Head" are 
probably playing on a Chicago 
radio station right now. 
Popular arrangements are 
available at any record store in 
town. 
Are the Iynes to these 
songs really corrupting teens? 
New Expression surveyed 
one thousand Chicago-area 
students at Lindblom , 
Chicago Vocational, Cath-
edral and Metro High 
Schools to find out. , In the 
survey we asked the students 
to write the lyrics to one of 
four specific popular songs: . 
"Tonight's The Night ," "Be My 
Girl," "I Wish," and "I Wanna 
Get Next To You ." We asked 
them to write their In-
terpretation of the song's 
meaning and whether it 
related to their lives. 
Eighty-six per cent of the 
students could write all of the 
lyrics. Thirteen per cent could 
write most of the words. Less 
than one per cent couldn't 
write any . This indicates that 
the lyrics are etched into the 
minds of teens. 
When asked what the lyrics 
meant, everyone who an-
swer~d (97 per cent) seemed 
to understand the song's 
meaning . 
Most students c6uld relate 
the song lyrics to their own 
lives . However, there was a 
difference of opinion on the 
impact of those words on their 
lives. Karen Villafane said the 
songs, "Give me feelings of 
love " while Len Edwards of 
Und,blom said, "I'm not very 
easily influenced by any one 
person 's ideas ." 
According to a P.U.S.H. 
spokesman, " Explicit lyrics in 
songs are determental to the 
education of children." But, 
WDAI disc jockey Tom "Doc" 
Morgan feels," There are 
always going to be people 
who are going to do things 
that don't make sense. "When 
we asked Morgan if he 
chooses the records he plays, 
he maintained he has," a 
program director at WDAI ; 
every station uses their own 
system. So I don't have too 
much control." 
Commenting on the per-
sons opposing the so called 
suggestive lyrics, he believes 
" It's a bogus issue. They rnay 
be making a bigger deal out of 
1t than it really is ." 
John Landecker of WLS 
radio feels that "lyrics of 
popular songs don't affect 
teens . I think it's ludicrous. 
At WLS we don't play songs 
that can adversely affect 
teens . We try to play what 
we're here for, to entertain." 
He's not convinced that 
teens act on the lyrics . 
" People read their own In-
terpretations when they hear 
songs . I would think that the 
teenagers would come home 
and listen to records to relieve 
problems. The only songs that 
Responses to 4 Songs 
"I Wish" Those surveyed 
fell the song-writer Is relating 
to his childhood. 
"I think of when I took my 
Sunday School money and 
told my teacher my mother 
didn't give me anything." 
'' I used to sneak outside 
when my mother told me not 
to go, so I cried and she let me 
go outside." 
"I can 't relate to anything in 
the song because I haven't felt 
hard times ." 
"If I did :;(,,nett.;ng •..vrong , I 
thought if I started to cry I 
wouldn 't get a whupplng :· · 
"Tonight's the Night" Most 
of the teens surveyed said it is 
about a dude who wants to 
make love to a girl, but she's a 
bit hesitant. 
"When you are over at your 
boyfriend's house, and he 
tells you to sit back and be 
comfortable." 
"I think the song represents 
the joy of having a good time 
with my girlfriend and 
securing our relationship 
more and more everytime we 
are together " 
"I just moved from home 
and experienced n1ght-life for 
the first time, and I felt ab-
solutely high like I was on top 
of the world ." 
I would think are suggestive 
would be political songs." 
He accepts no respon-
sibility for the song choices. 
"We have a program director 
and musical director at WLS, 
and they determine what goes 
" Be My Girl" Everybody 
agrees that the song is about 
a guy who wants a girl , but 
she doesn't even seem to 
notice him. 
"One time I asked this girl I 
really like a lot to go 
somewhere with me, but she 
gave me a silly excuse. But I 
keep on trying." 
"There's no guarantee the 
one you love is going to love 
you." 
"It gives me a feeling of 
love. in being with my man or 
just sing along." 
"A dude played the song for 
me, and I got the drift." 
" I Wanna Get Next to You" 
The students who picked this 
song said that it's about a 
person who really wants to get 
to know someone. 
"It reminds me of this dude 
who kept tryfng to talk to me, 
and he just wouldn't take a 
hint that I didn't want to be 
bothered." 
"It reminds me of when I 
was ooing with someone. and 
I thought we would be 
together forever It didn"t work 
out that way.' ' 
"It reminded me of when six 
different girls all wanted to 
have me for themselves ." 
on the air." 
Tom Morgan and John 
Landecker both agree that the 
concern is real . The parents 
must be really concerned, so 
the question must be dealt 
with . 
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Teen 
By Sharon Anthony 
Pot Controversy 
The Illinois House of 
Represen tatives is con-
sidering a bill that would 
reduce the penalt ies for 
possession of marijuana in 
Illinois. 
This bill would make it a 
civil rather t han a criminal 
offense for possession of 
marijuana except when the 
possession involves a 
moving auto or smoking 
marijuana in public . These 
offenses would be 
penalized with a fine of up 
to $500. 
Otherwise, anyone 
having or using marijuana 
would be issued a citation 
similar to a traffic ticket 
and charged a fine of up to 
$100 without a jai I sen-
tence. 
Since this bill involves 
teenagers, teens should 
write their state 
representatives and give 
them their opinion of the 
bill. 
Photostatic Faces 
In the future wallet-sized 
snap shots of friends and 
family may be replaced 
with xeroxed copies of 
faces. The xerox face fad is 
safe and simple. Just 
follow these steps: 
1. Push the legal size 
button 
2. Put your money into 
the machine 
3. Press print 
4. Quickly put your face 
down on the glass, keeping 
your eyes shut. 
The result is a grossly 
distorted reprint of your 
face. 
Archie Is Out 
Archie and his comic 
friends are replaced with 
"Fast Willie Jackson." 
Fast Willie is a comic 
book · about Black urban 
life. It shows the good and 
bad sides of teen age 
blacks and whites. This 
comic book is intended to 
deliver the message of_ 
actual ghetto life to 
everyone. 
Suburban teens may 
have difficulty finding it at 
their local newstands. 
Girl Scouts liberation 
The Girl Scouts of 
America, who rarely get 
political, now support the 
Equal Rights Amendment . 
The reasons according to a 
Scout spokeswoman is that 
" the ERA affects the 
develo~ment of young 
girls." 
This does not mean 
political action by Girl 
Scouts, however. Too bad, 
no scouting badge for 
politics! 
Money!!! 
Ada S. McKinley 
Community Services is 
willing to grant scholar-
ships to any low income 
high school graduate or 
holder of high school-
equivalent certificates 
These scholarships are 
acceptable in big 
universities as well as 
small private colleges. 
The Ada. S McKinley 
Communi ty Services is 
loc<~ted at 2961 S. Dear 
born Anyone wishing tc 
apply should wnte or call 
the d!fector ot the 
McKinley Center. Silar 
Purnell . (It 225-3477 . _..;.._ __ _ 
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asy weapons swell teen deaths 
By Adorn lewis and 
Michael Moore 
At approximately 11 :15 
m., Saturday, March 12, 
endell Fleming, 17, was 
abbed four times by another 
·-year-old at a party on the 
est Side. The alleged teen 
1ifer is known in the neigh-
)rhood as a hustler, but he's 
)t known for acts of 
olence. 
On February 10, Tony 
ughes, 15 after being 
·rbally and physically 
trassed, fired a gun in the 
tllway at Fenger high school 
Jrtis Branch, which injured 
ree and resulted in the death 
Betty Franklin, 15. 
Students at Fenger couldn 't 
!lieve that Tony would 
1mmit such an act of 
lence. But several inside 
e community, who 
!Scribed Hughes as the 
lanster type, " felt it would 
tppen sooner or later. 
On Feb. 28, Leroy 
eatherall , 15, freshman at 
aller high school, shot and 
lied himself while looking at 
.38 caliber revolver. His 
other had recently pur-
lased the gun to protect 
lrself and her son from a 
cal street gang that had 
~en trying to recruit 
€atherall. 
their guns before, and the 
guns are not registered. We 
asked Mercy whether she 
thinks about being a parent 
and continuing to keep a gun. 
She said , " I would keep it {the 
gun) for my self-protection, 
and I would teach my baby to 
fight clean with a gun, but if 
he must use it any other way, 
I' ll understand because the 
world is a bitch! " 
James (Rock) Tayor, 17, a 
junior at Farragut who is 
known as a real hustler around 
the area said , " No, I never 
carried a gun , but believe me, 
if someone ever came down 
real low on me, I'd use one . It 
would be hard , but I'd use 
one." 
Danny Fields, 19, a senior 
at Waller mamtains that he 
has never carried a gun, but he 
does carry a knife because 
"guns make a noise and a 
knife doesn't." 
The ways of obtaining 
weapons among teens vary, 
but the most popular ap-
proach seems to be breaking 
into homes. Old Man Williams 
explained that "You notice 
the people with big cars, good 
homes {usually suburbs) and 
those are the people with 
guns. Or on New Year's Eve 
check who shoots a gun , 
then, you hit 'em! " 
Guns are also passed along 
in gangs or gotten in street 
connections by neighborhood 
contacts . Rock Taylor said, 
"Are you crazy? Ask any drug-
addict. Say you ' ll pay them a 
small fee. They'll come up 
with a gun ." 
Teens have even been 
known to use a friend's 
parent's gun, which a teen 
pressures the friend to get. 
After spending all his teen 
years in these armed neigh-
borhoods , "Old Man" 
Photo. by Dan Rosen~ 
Williams reflected , "The li fe of 
violence is no good. I carried a 
gun for sel f-protection for the 
emotional problems on the 
street-to rob-but mainly to 
hurt. " 
This new 1977 year is 
ready filled with puzzling 
1gedies. In 1976 teens were 
~ victims of 154 . Chicago 
Jrders. Politics-teens have issues, too' 
The teens that we in-
rviewed for this report see 
e use of guns and murders 
nong teens to be on the rise. 
tmes {Murdock) Moorehead 
:timates that "in the past 
Jar there have been at least 
I deaths in my neighborhood 
nong teens because of 
ms. Believe me!" 
John {Old Man) Williams, 
l, a senior at Farragut and an 
:-Vice Lord, stated that he 
mied a gun to feel tough, to 
10w-off, to be what he 
ferred to as the "Flash 
ordon ." 
Mercy, an ex-member of the 
1dy Emperial Gangsters, 
>mmented that every Lady 
angster carries a gun . She 
lid that if there was a law 
tssed on gun control and 
ms were prohibited , she 
els that the law would make 
) difference to the kids out 
1 the streets. They have used 
By linda Washington 
I don't care much for 
politics. Talk on the subject 
always bores me. You see, I 
don't have much of a political 
background . Although my 
parents often vote in elec-
tions, they seldom discuss 
politics with me-which suits 
me just fine. 
In this frame of mind, I 
accepted an assignment to 
report on ''Teens and Politics" 
a discussion forum by teens 
sponsored by Youth Com-
munication on March 15. The 
forum's purpose was to get 
teens and the candidates for 
mayor of Chicago together for 
an informal rap session on 
some heavy youth issues. 
It started off rou tinely 
enough. The teen coordinator 
introduced the four can-
didates who had made it on 
Just 4 You! 
clothing/ modeling 
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With 275 4-H Clubs in Chicago, there has to be one 
near you. Call 737-1368 for information. 
4-H is a free, cooperative extension program of the 
University of Illinois. 
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time . 
Panelist Christy Minger 
from Lindblom started the 
program w ith her views on 
school budgets, crime and 
drugs. One remark raised a 
few eyebrows , " Authorities 
seem to be contributing to the 
(drug) problem rather than 
stopping it! " 
Edward Hanrahan: 
"It's up to you to 
schools." 
police your 
On the subject of what to do 
about the drug_ problem, the 
candidates anac the teens in 
the audience got involved in a 
major disagreement. The 
candidates were under the 
impression that teens should 
"put the finger" on whoever 
sells drugs around their 
schools . The teens promptly 
disagreed , which caused the 
candidates to retaliate. 
Howard Saffold: 
"I don't equate smoking 
with shooting heroine." 
reefers 
Students in the audience 
were dissati sfi ed with the way 
things were going. They 
began firing questions of their 
own at the candidates. Hands 
were raised all around me. The 
audience was really ~espon­
ding to what the forum was all 
about . 
Sheila Henderson and Craig 
Turner from Lindblom , Nancy 
Don oval from St. Scholastics 
and Metro's own Barbara 
Lloyd also gave their views on 
school 1ssues such as locker 
thefts and student rights. 
However , they were con-
stant ly interrupted by the 
candidates who seemed to 
feel a need to contradict the 
teens. Two other paneli sts, 
Carlos Wood and Nolan Tyler 
from Parker. never did speak. 
Howard Saffold , a 
representative of Senator 
Harold Washington , answered 
a few questions on drugs and 
the lack of adult-teen rapport 
in the publ ic schools. He 
seemed to relate to the 
audience judging by the 
cheers and the loud applause 
he was given from t ime to 
time. 
Now I was interested ! I was 
moved by the shouting 
matches between the 
aud ience, the candidates and 
some of the teens on the 
panel. 
A few of the cand idates 
were clearl y unpopular with 
the aud ience. Anthony Martin-
Trigona received a lot of 
cri ticism because he lacked 
seriousness. He constantly 
interrupted the other speakers 
and soon began trading in-
sul ts with Saffold. 
Alderman Roman Pucinski : 
"As Mayor I would give the schools 
more freedom." 
Alderman Dennis Block : 
"If you want your rights, get off 
your duffs and fight for them." 
"' ...... , ~ 
Photos by Reginald Thomas 
Ell is Reid , who arrived 
almost an hour late, gave a 
speech on the importance of 
gett ing through school and 
what he learned on the 
streets . 
In less than an hour four 
candidates and Saffold had 
departed for other com-
mitments. Act ing Mayor 
Bilandic declined to come in 
the first place. But Ald . 
Denn is Block, the only 
Republican candidate deci-
ded to stay awhile and rap 
on the importance of young 
people between the ages of 18 
and 21 voting so that youth 
would be taken seriously by 
the politicians. 
I glanced at my watch . The 
. program allowed for 25 more 
minutes. Yet all the can-
didates were gone. Some of 
the teen audience began to 
file out, but most stayed to 
talk about what had JUSt 
occurred . 
Seeing the real side of 
politics-the side involving 
human nature in act1on, 
forced me to think. I am not 
saying that one little forum 
has changed my whole out-
look on politics. What I am 
saying is that if politics could 
be a little more human as this 
was and less plastic perhaps I 
could understand what it's 
really all about 
4 NEW EXPRESSION 
Finally----Teens on the ballot 
By Catherine Raef and 
Antoinette Clark 
Right now at least five teens 
in Illinois are seeking election 
or appointment to a School 
Board . 
A year ago this possibility 
was not open to teens. In 1971 
a grass roots campaign was 
organized to make it 
necessary for every school 
board in the state to have a 
student member. That law is 
still hanging with the State 
Legislature. 
Then, last year, House Bill 
495 became a piece of 
legislation. House Bill 495 
states that any student 18 
years or older may run for a 
school board position. 
Gordon Hirsch , an 
eighteen-year-old graduate of 
Niles Townshp, was an im-
portant part of Bill 495. He 
and State Representative 
Daniel Peters fought 
feverishly to get the bill 
enacted in Springfield . 
"I've always been interested 
in the community," Gorden 
explained. "I had been in-
volved in school politics as 
Student Boby President at 
Niles East." He is one of the 
five teens in Illinois who are 
now in the running for a 
school board position . 
Hirsch has a good chance 
of becoming the first teen to 
be elected to the School 
Board of Niles Township, a 
northern suburban district 
Gordon Hirsch campaigns 
including Niles and Skokie. 
The caucus that selects two 
candidates to run against 
each other for that Board is 
backing Hirsch. And the 
caucus's track record is very 
impressive. 
Hirsch has definite 
proposals in mind which he 
hopes to present if elected. 
He would like to have 
students at each grade level 
be responsible for completing 
a task together. He would like 
to have sophomores taking 
care of freshman orientation. 
And most of all, he would like 
to set up a program to teach 
teachers how to teach. 
One of Hirsch's main 
concerns is that "the basics 
are gone. Students are not 
interested in what they take. 
Since the student Is the client, 
he should decide what he 
wants to do." 
He is annoyed with 
researchers "who come in and 
take all these surveys." "It's 
not the researchers who are in 
the system; it's the students. 
When you finish high school, 
continue your education at. 
ROOSEVELT 
UNIVERSITY 
This maJor umversity rn downtown Ch1cago offers a q{Jal· 
1ty educat1on leading to a fully accredited degree. Classes 
are small. The faculty 1s rnterested 1n each student as 
an 1nd1v1dual 
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DAYS, EVENINGS, SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS 
No matter what your needs, Roosevelt has classes to 
meet your schedule. If you're plann1ng to work part·time 
or even full t1me, you'll find that Roosevelt also has con· 
ven1ent locat1ons rn addition to conven1ent schedules. 
Campuses 1n Rollrng Meadows, Glenv1ew, Waukegan, 
Great Lakes, and the downtown campus make 1t easy to 
get the courses you want. 
FINANCIAL AID A CONCERN? 
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For more rnformation, PHONE 341-3655 
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·-------------------------· I ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY I 
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-' ARTS AND SCIENCES 
English, languages. Ph•losophy. Socrology, H•story, 
Mathemalrcs. Psychology, Scrences and more 
'" WALTER E. HELLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Accounttne. lcononuc:s. Ftnance. Management, Markcttng and n1ore 
0 BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
D~>gree program for people ovPr 25. whose college 
educatton was tntcrrupted 
0 CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE 
Musrc Educatron, fheory Compo~rtron , Apphl'd 
Musrc (Performance). Ensrrnbll's, Hrslory 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Early Chrldhood Educatron, ElementMy an<J 
Sec onrJM)' r cacher (ducatiOIO, E.tluc atronal 
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post In Niles 
Their evidence needs to be 
heard" • 
Election day in Niles 
Township is April 9. 
While Hirsch seeks elec-
tion, Chicago students are 
helpless to seek a voice on the 
Chicago Board of Education 
through election . The Chicago 
Board is a b.oard appointed by 
Photo by Ann Clark 
the Mayor. 
This month two vacancies 
occur on the Chicago Board. 
Acting Mayor Bilandic will 
name the persons to fill those 
Board positions. Both per-
sons who are ending their 
terms are asking to be 
reappointed. Mrs. W. Lydon 
Wild and Dr. Bernard 
Friedman are both over 63 and 
have served for several terms. 
No teen is being considered 
for an appointment. 
However, three teens will be 
elected to positions on the 
Advisory Committee for the 
Desegregation of the Chicago 
School System. Mark 
Christian of Julian was 
elected the South S1de repre-
sentative last Thursday. 
The North Side student 
government presidents will 
elect their representative 
Wed., April 6. No information 
was available on the West 
Side school elections. Seniors 
are ineligible for election 
because the committee's work 
will extend into the next 
school year. 
How to run campaign 
on $5, a bag of Doritos 
By Antoinette Clark 
It's not easy to run a 
political campaign, especially 
when you've a teenager. But 
Robert Rohracker a candidate 
for the school district Crete-
Monee 209 seems to be doing 
the impossible on $5.25. ( He 
cashed in the quarter on the 
bag of Doritlos.) 
He is actually suceeding! 
The following is an interview 
with Robert just two weeks 
before the election. 
Clark: Will you experience 
any change of lifestyle? 
Rohracker : Well, I was going 
to go away for college. But if I 
do w1n, I will go to college 
near here where I can com-
mute, go visit the schools and 
go to the school board 
meetings. 
Clark: What type of support 
have you been getting from 
the students? 
Rohracker : Our school 
newspaper, The Study, that I 
am feature editor on, decided 
to support me. And the kids 
are going home telling their 
parents to vote for me. So I am 
getting a lot of support that 
way. 
Clark: How is the community 
taking all this? 
Rohracker: At first they 
thought I was joking or that 
I'm trying to cause trouble for 
some of the adults . But now 
they see that I'm serious, and I 
want to help the district. They 
say they are goin!;) to vote for 
me or listen to what I have to 
say. 
Clark: How's the com-
petition? 
Rohracker : There is a man 
running against fT'l€ who is on 
the board now, and he is 
going to be a lot of com-
petition. I figure if I do a lot of 
talking to the community, I'll 
do all right. 
Clark: And when does the big 
day take place? 
Rohracker : Apri I 9th 
Clark: What procedure did 
you go through to become a 
candidate? 
Rohracker: After a couple of 
weeks of consideration 1 
decided to run I went down to 
Robert Rohracker 
Photo by Ed Williams 
the administration and got a 
petition. I got fifty signatures 
on a petition-which is law. I 
also have to file a statement of 
economic interest, which is 
none because I'm not em-
ployed. I have nothing. After 
that, I got my name on the 
ballot. I was the first one to 
file. That is why my name is 
on the top. I got there I ike five-
thirty in the morning on the 
first day to file. 
Clark: Why did you decide to 
run for your school board? 
Rohracker : Our districts faces 
a lot of problems, and our 
school board members don't 
visit the schools enough. I've 
been a student for seven and 
half years, and I've seen the 
problems and know how 
they've affected me. I figure a 
student viewpoint would be 
better on judging what to do. 
Clark: Could you mention 
some of the problems your 
school is facing? 
Rohracker: Smoking in the 
washrooms. There are five 
hundred kids jammed into the 
stalls smoking cigarettes. We 
have a drug problem. Drugs in 
the washroom. People in the 
washrooms making trans-
actions. 
We have a budget problem. 
Last week they decided to fire 
102 teachers. 
According to the state, we 
are not racially balanced. and, 
1f we don't get balanced (15% 
minority by April 27.), they 
will take some of our money. 
Clark: What do you think you 
can do? 
Rohracker: I don't have any 
solutions. As a student that 
knows what is going on, I can 
give some input. They don't 
visit the school. So they have 
no idea how bad the drug 
problem is or the smoking 
problem. 
Clark: What is your job going 
to be on the school board? 
Rohracker : I'd be on the 
school board for three years. I 
would be able to vote for any 
policy that comes up. I have a 
vote on whether a principal or 
a· member of the ad-
ministration or teachers or 
anything like that should be 
kept or fired. · 
Clark: How is your campaign 
funded? 
Rohracker: We got a ·few 
campaign contributions , 
$5.25. The twenty-five cents I 
used for a bag of Doritos, and 
the five dollars we still have. 
Clark: You are basically 
running your campaign on a 
shoe string. No balloons. No 
gimmicks. 
Rohracker: I don't have any 
crazy gimm1cks because I 
want people to know that I'm 
serious. And if there is some 
kind of crazy gimmick like 
balloons, they'll think it's a 
joke. 
Clark : Could you tell us a 
little bit about the p~rsonal 
side of Robert? All work and 
no play? 
Rohracker: From five to six 
each night for some reason, 
that is the only time I have 
free. It's an hour where I'll 
relax and eat a bowl of cereal. 
I watch the Brady Bunch 
everyday. Sometimes I listen 
to records. I demand to be 
atone. I must be alone thirty 
minutes in the day so 1 can 
have a nervous breakdown. 
Clark: Do you think you are 
going to win? 
Rohracker. I think I'll win. 1 
really do. If next week goes 
well! It IS the toughest week. 
If I can get by that, I'll win. 
Clark: Good luck. I'll be 
watching the papers. 
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Something for YOU This Summer 
By DeAnna Townsend 
Summer jobs will be available 
-om June 27 to August 27 for 
,000 Chicago youths between 
e ages of 14 and 21. Teens 14 and 
5 years old will be able to work 20 
ours a week; teens 16 to 21 years 
ld will be able to work 25 hours a 
1eek, both at $2.30 an hour. 
Although summer has not 
rrived yet, teens should be 
reparing now. Such things as 
10rk permits and Social Security 
ards will be needed, if you don't 
lready have them. To get your 
tork permit see your counselor or 
ontact the Board of Education at 
28 N. LaSalle. You may get a 
iocial Security card through a 
urrency exchange or the Social 
iecurity Administration office 
•earest you. 
These jobs will be here, and it is 
rp to you to get one! Here are 
orne steps you could take now 
Nen before fhe applications come 
•ut. 
You know yourself better than 
nyone else. So sit down and 
waluate what you like and what 
·ou can do. Even go as far as to 
vrite out a list. Check your list 
vith the list ot available jobs listed 
>n this page and match yourself 
vith what you want . Don't take an 
herited attitude. You don't have 
o go to the same center or do the 
;arne job that your older brother or 
iister had last summer. And then , 
vhen the applications do come out 
n May, you will be ready and have 
m i.dea of where you want to go to 
tpply. 
When you do go in for the ap-
>lication, emphasize your interest 
n a specific job and your ability to 
lo it. Put your best foot forward 
md impress the supervisor or the 
>erson in charge. Don't stop there. 
<eep going back ; keep at it. Let 
hem know that you are interested 
md really want the job. 
Such agencies as the Chicago 
ousing Authority , Chicago Park 
)istrict, Board of Education, Arch-
Jiocesan School Board, Chicago 
~ity Colleges and Model Cities are 
)articipating in the C.E.T.A . 
=>rogram this summer. 
Sponsor~d by: 
Chicago Housi'ng 
Authority (C. H •. A . ) 
Jobs : Building trades aides 
Work on the job with craftsmen in one of 
four areas: plumbing, electrical, 
painting and carpentry. 
Day care aides 
Six Day care centers: Read, help with 
meals, music, help surpervlse field 
trips. Teens interested in teaching and 
day care apply. 
Education aides 
(This program is not on a C.H.A. site, 
but at the University of Chicago Off ice of 
Special Programs.) 
Spend half day in College prep skills, 
(math and Enqlish) ; spend halfday 
tutoring and working on recreational 
activities. 
Ground and gardening aides 
Help senior citizens develop flower and 
vegetable gardens; two week training 
program in gardening. 
How to apply : Only teens who live in 
C.H.A. projects are eligible for these 
programs. Every teen living in the C.H.A. 
project can be told immediately whether 
he/she is eligible because C.H.A. has 




Jobs : landscape aides 
Clean up, trim trees, plant, cultivate, fix 
athletic fields. 
Recreation aides 
Assigned to day camps, assist park 
supervisors, maintain order in the patk" " 
facility and some general housekeeping. 
How to apply: Through your local city park 
supervisor in June. Talk to supervisor now 
about type of jobs that will be available 
and your interest in one. 
Sponsored by: 
Board of Education 
Jobs : Tutoring 





How to apply : Through school principal. 
ob Opportunities 
'HE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF 
;HICAGO 
;lerks-Full time/part time. 
~ood figure aptitude and ability to 
vork with details required . Excellent 
:tarting salary plus benefit package 
vith full-time positions. Full-Time 
'lours : 8:30 to 5:00. Part-Time 
-lours : 8 : 00 to 2 :30. 1 :00 to 5:00, 
, : 00 to 1 0: 00. Call 732-6444. 
'HE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF 
~HICAGO 
·ypist-Full-Time 
\ccurate typing of at least 50 wpm and 
~xcellent grammatical skills required. 
e'll train you to operate our 
:qu1pment wh1le you enjoy a good 
;alarv. outstanding benefits and 
l dvancement opportunities. 
Norking Hours· 8:30 to 5:00. Call 
'32-6444. 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF 
CHICAGO 
Secretaries-Fu II Time 
Accurate typing of at least 50 wpm , 
good shorthand, and communicative 
skills required . We offer an excellent 
starting salary and a benefit package. 
Working hours: 8:30 to 5 00. Call 732-
6444. 
AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY 
CHICAGO 
Typists-full time. 
Good starting salary and liberal 
benef1ts are available tor qualified 
typists. Must type 50 wpm accurately. 
Interviews by appomtment only. Call 
Ms. Kabus, 630-4000. An equal oppor 
tunity employer 




Building service aide (largely custodial) 
Recreation aides 
Help organize and run recreat ion 
programs primarily indoors 
Program aide 
Work with youth programs developed by 
the individual "Y," such as day care, 
softball , arts and crafts 
Community aide 
Conducting surveys in the community, 
organizing playlot programs, neighbor-
hood beautification 
Medical allied health aid 
Working In not-for-profit hospitals and 
clinics 
How to apply: Go to the "Y" nearest your 
home in May. Check out the types of jobs 
being offered at that center and see the list 
of jobs being offered at the other "Y's" in 
the city. Apply through your local "Y. " If 
you want to apply for a specific program 
being offered at a different "Y," explain 
that to your local "Y" summer job coor-
dinator. He will see that the application is 
forwarded to the right center. 
YOUTH COMMUNICATION 
Sales Director-10 hrs/wk (flexible), 
$2.30 per hr (Immediate) Duties in-
clude soliciting advertisements for 
monthly publication and computing 
ad space for same. 
Forum Coorindator-1 0 hrs /wk (flex-
ible), $2.30 per hr. (Immediate) In-
dividual will be responsible for 
identifying high school students, 
particularly non-seniors who are 
mterested in public speaking, and 
workmg with these students in 
sponsoring a series of public 
discussion forums thruout Chicago. 
Circulation Manager (2)-10 hrs/wk 
(flexible). $2.30 per hr. (Immediate) 
Duties include (1) oversee Implemen-
tation of existing circulation plan and 
(2) Expand C1'culation thru dialogue 
w1th commun1tv and school repre-
sentatives. Applicants must ll'eet 




School: Classes 2 hours a day in con-
sumer math, American literature, Black 
literature, Lat in American literature, arts 
and music. 




Day care and youth programs. 
TV station aides 
Science labs assistants 
Mural art 
Mental health center aides 
How to apply : At the city college that is 
offering the program that you are in-
terested in. In order to find out what city 
college is offering a particular job, you'll 
have to call the special city college 
summer job number. That number will be 
available through the Office of Manpower 
summer number in May. 
Sponsored by: 
Model Cities 
Jobs : Hospitals and clinic aides 
Work with medical staff 
Alternative school aides 
Work at day care centers and head start 
centers with small children . 
Clerical and office administration 
Government offices and not-for-profit 
agencies 
Recreation centers 
Coaching and supervising games. 
Social services 
Assisting counselors and distributing 
information . 
How to apply : To the nearest Urban 
Progress Center; ask for a specific type of 




Jobs: Commercial art 
Tutoring 
Emergency medical technician training 
Allied health programs 
Consumer assistance-helping people 
manage money 
Counseling other teens on career and 
college applications. 
Shakespeare in the Park- . work with 
professional actors. 
How to apply: A phone number will be 
published in the May issue of New Expres-
sion that teens can use to find out where 
these jobs are located. Application must 
be made at the job site. 
The following listings are for volunteer 
internships. If you are interested write 
in care of NEW EXPRESSiON, 207 S. 
Wabash . Chicago 60604 and include 
the number of the Job Opportunity. 
Please include vital job application 
information in your letter. 
Visitor to Hearing Impaired 
2 hrs./wk. (flexible) Must be in-
terested in working with disabled 
seniors. Tram1ng provided. You will be 
reimbursed tor travel expenses. 
Knowledge of sigr. language not 
necessary. Volunteer 
100 
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Resources for teens in Sex Ed 
I Sex and Personal Identity I I Birth Control/Sexual Hygiene I 
From Women to Women, 
Luc1enne Lanson ($4.95), 
presents a female gynecolo-
gist's answers to common 
questions about the female 
body. 
Man's Body, David Heiden-
stan ($6.95). gets into the 
male body. 1ts health. and 1ts 
psychological makeup 
The Male Machine, Mark 
Fasteau ($2.95), deals with the 
stereotypes of being male and 
how to deal with them 
My Darling, My Hamburger, 
Paul Zindel ($1.25). tells a 
movmg story that questions 
the place of sex in a teenage 
relationship . 
and sex education services. 
S.W. YMCA, 4951 W. 95th, 
Oak Lawn (423-7500), offer sex 
education programs for high 
school and grade school 
Uptown Hull House, 4520 N. 
Beacon, provides a special 
program to help teens tal k out 
and deal responsibly with 
sexuality See also Birth 
Control listing . 
Chicago Women's Health 
Center, 745 W. Armi tage (787-
2031 ), is a place where women 
doctors assist other women to 
understand their bodies and 
care for them. As a volunteer 
agency, the Center is not open 
all day every day so be patient 
in calling. 
8~~ 
The Man's World, Populat1on 
Services International (15 
cents a copy, mail to PSI , 1 05 
N. Columbia, Chapel Hil l , 
N.C. 2751 4), explains the 
male's ro le in birth control. 
The Joy of Birth Control , 
Stephan ie Mills ($1 .15 in-
cluding postage to Emory 
Universi ty Family Plann ing 
Program, Educat ional Mater-
ials Un it, 69 Butler S.E , 
Atlanla, Ga 30303), deals 
with birth contro l methods for 
women 1n an i nteresting 
magaz1ne format 
The View from Our Side,($1 .15 
including postage to the 
address above), uses the 
same format m discussing 
birth control for guys. 
VD Claptrap, Gorden and 
Conant (30 cents to Ed-U-
Press), prov1des a good comic 
book treatment to the 
detection of VD and its 
preve.1t ion 
The Inside Story (Available 
thru Planned Parenthood) A 
short but really informative 
booklet on birthcontro l and 
hygiene 
Ten Heavy Facts About Sex 
(Available Thru Planned 
Parenthood). In com ic book 
form, this booklet answers 
common questions on sex. 
Clinics/ Counseling 
Mt. Sina1 Hosp1tal , 2750 W. 
15th St. (542-2655), offers 
special family planning 
programs for teens. 
Martin Luther King Health 
Center, 3312 W. Grenshaw 
(638-1155), emphasizes pre-
ventive health care. 
Uptown Hull House, 4520 N. 
Beacon, offers individual and 
group counseling, pregnancy 
testing. related medical 
examinations. birth control 
services and V D. testing. 
Albany Clinic-M1dwest Fam-
ily Planning, 3754 W. lrvmg 
Park (725-0200), provides 
educational programs for 
family planning, gynecolo-
gical and obstetrical services 
and pregnancy tests. 
Everything You Always 
Wanted to Know About Sex ... , 
David Reuben ($1.95), gives 
answers to some of the more 
common auestions about sex. 
Rap Sessions/ Counselling 
Teen Scene Centers (for m-
formatlon and appomtments 
call 322-4232) are located at 55 
E. Jackson. 20th floor; 11240 
S. Michigan , 5467 S. 
University Ave. and 4520 N. 
Beacon . These Centers offer 
some of the most d verse yet 
comfortable rap sessions on 
sex in the city Everybody sits 
on pillows and IS free to ask 
quest1ons dunng the 
presentations on birth con-
Sex and Values Midwest Population Center, 
100 E.Ohio St. (644-3410), 
provides full gynecolog ical 
. trol, V. D. or pregnancy. Find 
out when a sess1on is being 
held near you by calling the 
central number. Medical 
appointments for these 
centers can also be made at 
the same number. 
Links-North Shore Youth 
Health Service, 405 Central. 
Northfield (441-6191 ), offers 
counseling services related to 
sexuality for teens on the 
North Shore; also medical 
Our Bodies, Our Selves ($4 95) 
deals with the female body 
and feminine emotions . A 
sensitive book that can be 
used in groups with valuable 
discussions about sexual 
health care. pregnancy and 
life roles 
Crazy Salad. Nora Ephron 
($1 95), covers the role of 
women m the Liberation 
Movement as well as her 
concerns about the pill and 
the uniqueness of her body. 
Mr. and Mrs. Bo Jo Jones, 
Ann Head ($1 .25) depicts a 
young couple's marriage 
Teen parents 
By Antoinette Clark 
''I'm her auntie, and 1t ain't 
nobody's business what my 
niece does. She made a 
mistake. I think whoever sent 
you over here is stupid ." 
There is sti ll something 
haunting about my con-
fron tat ion with aun tie , a 
screaming , enraged black 
woman expressing her 
opmion on my barging in 
asking to talk with her 
pregnant n1ece. " Why would 
you want to know about her 
being pregnant? What are you 
going to ask her? How it 
feel s? If you want to know 
how it feels why don't you go 
out there and get pregnant ." 
Was there something in my 
attitude that gave her the 
Impression I was a heartless, 
cruel reporter only after a 
story But it was a story. A 
Planned Parenthood-Chicago 
presents 
'That's What It Is' 
A play for Chicago-area Youth 
on Teenage Sexuality 
Performed by 
The Education Thru Theatre Association 
Provided free to high schools 
Have it at your school or club. Call 
now to schedule a performance. 
Call 322-421 
because of pregnancy and 
their struggles living with the 
consequences. 
Point of Departure, Robert S. 
Gold (50 cents), brings 
together a dozen short stories. 
dealing with the interpersonal 
crises of adolescents. 
I Never Loved Your Mind,Paul 
Zindel (75 cents) pictures a 
modern teen's test of love and 
simple desire. 
The Art of Loving, Erich 
Fromm ($1 .50), explores the 
feelings associated with love 
rather than the elements of 
sex. 
have It 
very charmmg story, told by 
Steve, the father and soon-to-
be husband o f Karan . Both are 
teenagers. Steve 18, is a 
graduating student of a local 
Chicago high school , and 
Karen , 16, is now going to 
night school . 
Nearly three in ten teenage 
women who have premartlal 
Intercourse become pregnant. 
Steve's interview with me 
was held on a tacky elevator of 
a high rise apartment complex 
on the South Side. He spoke 
ecstactlcally about Karen and 
himsel f and their engaging 
adventures into the real world. 
"We are getting married March 
26, thi s Saturday. We are not 
going to make a big event out 
of it. A big wedding costs 
money and we need all the 
money we can get right now. 
But, we are going to have a 
reception ." 
The elevator stopped on the 
twenty-third floor I began to 
satisfy my curiosity about the 
f ine points of their adventure. 
"We were gett ing married 
anyway before she got 
pregnant We decide to get 
married last summer. It was 
Teen Sex Quiz 
Due to embarrassment there 
are some questions teens 
never ask. Because of that, 
, these questions take on a 
special importance. Some of 
these questions are listed 
below. The answers are 
printed on pago ten . 
services including con-
traceptive services, pap 
smears and V. D. test ing wi th 
programs in human sexuality . 
Family plannmg services 
available at Concord Medical 
Center, 17 W. Grand; Fi fth 
C1ty Health Outpost. 3352 W. 
Jackson~ Blvd.; Illinois 
Masonic Medical Center. 836 
W. Wellington and Mile 
Square Health Center, 2049 
W. Washington. See also 
listing of Teen Scene Centers, 
Links and S.W. YMCA under 
''Sex and Personal Identity." 
their 
just a coincidence that she 
got pregnant. I'm working full 
time for Good Humor and I 
clear about eleven or ten 
thousand dollars a year." 
"Oh? for Good Humor." We 
both laughed , and I went on 
w ith my questions. " Me and 
her mother are pretty much 
friends Her mother approves 
of me, and my mother ap-
proves of her. And everybody 
thinks we are going to make 
it. 
When I found out she was 
pregnant , I said, "Yeah ." 
She said, "Yeah." 
I said, "Are you sure? 
" She said , "Yes." 
A nationwide study found 
that 53% of the sexually 
active 15 to 19 year-olds failed 
to use any kind of con-
traceptive the last time they 
had Intercourse. 
I said , "Wow! That even 
gives us more of a reason to 
do all this. That is not the real 
reason . But she explained the 
advantages and the disad-
vantages- like it takes up 
your time, it's another mouth 
to feed and you got to work 
harder." 
Is masturbation physically 
harmful? 
2. Is it possible to become 
pregnant after the nlen-
strual cycle? 
3. If a woman washes nfte 
sex ("douche"), can she 
avoid prf'g nnncy? 
4. Docs havmg sex cause a 
way 
The elevator finally arr 
at the ground floor. 
escorted me to the lat 
dromat where we sat in t 
chairs along side the washe 
and I listened to the machir 
run. " I'm planning on bein{ 
perfect father . The kind t1 
copes with the wife a 
comes home at night. I me< 
what 's out in the street? Y 
got everything you need 
home. And that's where I 
to be." 
Studies show that 
half of all teenage ...... rr~, •• 
break up within five years 
that teenage 
resulting from pregnancy 
three times more likely 
dissolve. 
The raging anger of Kare 
aunt still rings in my ears 
remember her aepart1 
words . " If you try to write e 
of this , I'm gonna slap a If 
suit on you. " I never did get 
speak to Karen . Auntie 
gotten to me befor~ I t 
go ten to her. I wonder if ~ 
feels the same optlsmism t l 
Steve does. 
person to have "crabs" (l i 
that cause Itching)? _ 
5 Can you get syphi lis frc.: 
art icles 0f cloth ing? 
b. Ar e there any birth cont1 
methods that stop V. 
7. Is Childbirth tor te 
mothers dangerou· 
9X experts respond 
• the female side ... 
By Malinda Jones 
t~ave an appointment to see Dr. Frederick Ettner," I told the 
tionist. I was more nervous about this interview than usual 
Jse I fe(t uncomfortable talking about sex and birth control with a 
ge doctor. But I knew I didn't feel any more nervous than most 
'flY age who face a doctor on this subject. 
Ettner is a general practitioner who specializes in naturalbtrth at 
1.1 questioned him about bi rth control, which provoked an immed-
·esponse on a subject he dislikes. He will not prescribe birth 
ol pills or the I.U. D .. .. " Birth control pills are suicidal and 
1ness. The side effects are dangerous: heart disease, tumors, 
malities in the uterus and possible temporary sterility The I.U.D. 
uterine device) causes vaginal b leeding." He believes that doctors 
.d take into account age and other factors before prescribing the 
some gynacologists don't tell the adverse eftects of the pill or the 
" 
1as shocked. He's putting down the best known methods of 
ction teenage g1rls know about. Because I was annoyed. I asked 
vhat kind of birth control he favors. "I fit diaphrams They are safe 
lY are used properly. As for Rythm, he suggest that patients 
~ss the vaginal mucus because it becomes thinner, taffy-like 
1Q ovulat ion but this method is not one hundred percent effective." 
1anked Dr. Ettner for the interview and left with a copy of a pam-
on the medical hazards of the birth control pill ... I was no longer 
tUS, but perhaps a I ittle frightened for all the friends that I know 
take the pi II. 
e fears stirred up within me by Dr. Ettner were somewhat calmed 
t l spoke to Kay Furey. Kay IS a physician 's assistant who does the 
cal follow-up after a natural birth at home. Kay's office is located a 
1eet from Dr. Ettner. 
a telephone interview Kay and I discussed gyncologists. Kay 
timed t hat women are under the assumpton that they must go to <1 
ologist. "There are no reasons why a teenage woman should go to 
ncologist except in pregancy or for something as serious as 
eal disease· 
. y would encourage teen girls to go to a responsible female adult 
dvice. "Get groups of friends together and 1nvite an older woman 
ve a talk. Old-fashion medicine is more valuable than a doctor's 
1 he knows only what he's read in books." 
1y told me of a place where a teenage female can go for advice. The 
ago Women's Health Center was formed by women because of a 
of information given to women by doctors. "A woman will teach 
1 how to examine themselves, give group talks and pamphlets on 
1ods of birth contro l , also give tests, such as pregancy and pap 
ars." The women doctors at the center only charge what they pay 
1e1est. "These are women teaching women about themselves." 
Photo courtesy of ABC-TV 
.to the male side 
By Frank Burgos 
ii'TYI Hale is a unique man. But not for the usual reasons. 
'm the only person in Illinois working with males. In the whole 
:m, only 10 sex educators are workinQ with males.'~ 
hat Hale is referring to is his role as coordinator of the Male 
ivatlon I Education program at Planned Parenthood. 
'ewere walking down the halls of the Planned Parenthood Center on 
.astJackson, and I noticed that most of their c lients were females . I 
!led this out to Hale. 
~oat males are not interested In family planning . Guys usually ask 
ltions about premature ejaculation, masturbation and 
'otixuality when I hold rap session with them ." 
"de two-hour rap sessions are usually held in community groups 
organizations. It's usually around the final ten or fi fteen minutes 
guys might start talking about birth control. For Hale, that's a real 
;tem. 
itow can we train a guy how to respect a woman , consider her, 
»Ad to her and also look at family planning in a one-and-a-half- or 
-hour presentation?" 
Marbe if you had some printed information related to guys and t heir 
blems," 1 suggested . 
We're woefully lacking In informat ion by men for men," explained 
e. Jut he was able to suggest pamphlets t hat deal with male 
ualty. (They can be found in the resource column on this page.) 
.Ucldenly we switched our discussion to the various lines guys use, 
Milke : " If you love me you would do it." 
Those lines are defini tely effect ive," Hale explained, "but you also 
eto look at t he female who is susceptible to lines." 
YHII, if lines are so effective what is the safest way of protecting 
!'a self from pregnancy prob lems?" 
Abstaining!" answered Hale. " It's the safest that I know. But if not 
t, the condom and foam are the safest." 
rwo teens in the play, "That 's What It Is" don't play it ~afe. Hale is 
llOnsible for handling the rap session after the play ts shown m 
OlJ1 high schools and community centers. 
Wit were afraid the high schools wouldn't accept the play." Hale 
:1, "but so far they have been very receptive." 
>oe interesting note. After the play Hale had a questionnaire passed 
to the students who watched it. The response was that most teens 
itwas either the girl's, or both of their fault. Rarely was the male 
ntioned 1 
Otless Hale's work is harder than anyone can imagine. 
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Schools avoid sex; students 
resent such evasion 
By Frank Burgos, Kathi 
lsserman, Christy Minger, 
Malinda Jones and 
Darren Davis 
Accordmg to Illinois law, 
one semester of health 
education which includes 
human growth and 
development and personal 
health must be taught in all 
high schools. 
However, this law does not 
specify what should be taught 
under human growth and 
development, and many high 
school are not teaching 
students sexual responsibility 
or exposing sexual 
misconceptions . 
"Health! All they ever teach 
IS health!" exclaimed Greg 
Brazil of Thornton Township 
high school. 
"The high school teacher 
thought it was not necessary 
to go into detail because we 
were aH male." said Forest 
Cowley, a junior at Phillips. 
"My sex ed course was two 
days long, a film and a book," 
answered Kenneth Green, a 
senior at Harlan. 
According to Beth Shan-
field, a junior at Ni les East, 
"One teacher that I had was 
embarrassed to talk about 
birth control, and I felt un-
comfortable. But another 
teacher I had was more willing 
to discuss sex." 
Because of t his em-
barrassment some students 
are not getting much sex 
education . 
Barb Pearson, an instructor 
in Nursing at Moraine Valley 
Community College, f inds 
that many g irls in the ob-
stitri cs ward have babies 
because they have had l ittle or 
no sex education . 
" They know very little about 
their bod ies and about birth 
control. They don't believe 
pregnancy can happen." 
Some teachers can't believe 
Barb Pearson's conclusion . 
"The majority of students 
aren't naive about anything. 
Some don't know about the 
methods of cont raception, but 
thats all ," declared Linda 
Hoffman, a P. E. teacher at 
Waukegan West. 
At Waukegan West , seniors 
are required to take six weeks 
of sex education taught by the 
P. E. teachers t here. The teens 
learn about the reproductive 
system, V.D., pregnancy and 
fami ly relationships . It does 
not go into sexual ro les, 
something teens are ex-
pressing a need for . 
"Heterosexuality , homo-
sexuality, sodomy and 
incest and why these things 
occur should be taught 
because many do not know 
anything about them," insists 
a senior boy at Niles East. 
"Birthcontrol is very im-
portant and should be taught 
in greater depth," maintained 
another student at Niles East, 
"They don't tell us where the 
free clmics are located. Many 
students could use that in-
formation " 
What the teachers are 
teaching is value clarification. 
Ben Wheatly, human behavior 
instructor at New Trier West 
says, "We talk about 
emotions and being 
responsible. The grade 
schools should teach the 
reproductive system I try to 
teach the students to know 
where their decisions are 
coming from and that all 
decisions affect the1r 
relationships with other 
people It's tough to com-
municate what is responsible 
behavior particularly toward 
the opposite sex ." 
The communication pro-
blem is a widespread one. 
A solution that has been 
ignored is a special program 
in teen communication by the 
Citizen Alliance for V.D. 
Awareness. Harold Mirsky is 
head of CAVDA. 
"We want teachers to use 
words kids can relate to. If 
they don't they'll turn the kids 
off," Mirsky said. 
But there is a problem of 
censorship in that approach. 
One teacher who has not had 
to face the problem is John 
Wilson of Evanston. "We're 
sensitive to the community's 
moral and religious beliefs. 
We live in a very educated and 
intelligent community. They 
are aware of the fact that 
teenagers are getting 
pregnant," Wilson says. 
"We aren't promoting free 
and irresponsible sex. We 
want teenagers to know what 
is going on and to be 
responsible for their behavior. 
which might have long range 
effects. We also want them to 
learn how to get along with 
others.' 
Most teens are not taught 
this. So they find out about it 
from the streets. 
" I learned about sex 
through books , through the 
streets, through any other way 
except school or family." says 
Diana Kop1j, a senior at 
Josephtnum. "What I get off 
the street is myth or hearsay .'" 
Most teens we interviewed 
agreed with Diana They feel 
that the information that they 
get off the streets should stay 
there. One· Wells student 
summarized it best, "I learned 
sex from the streets. But I got 
a lot of confusing stuff. For a 
long time I was one confused 
guy." 
One high school that is 
dealing with that confusion is 
Francis W. Parker. Jerry 
Becwar, the sex education 
teacher there, uses guest 
speakers and value 
clarification with his 
students. 
-B"ecwar said, "To the best of 
my knowledge not too many 
schools do value clarification 
through sex education here in 
Chicago. But it is done in 
other parts of the country." 
The fact is sex education 
can be taught successfully. 
Some high schools are 
already doing it. 
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0 I would like mtormatton about the Liberal Arts and 
Sciences program. 
0 I would l1ke informatiOn about ftnancial aid programs. 
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Allow citY- to become summer school: 
Let us earn credits! 
LXJ This summer teens who want high school played backup on a recording of the 00 
00 credits will have to pay to get them. No public Providence choir. He, too, received no credit C UO 
I::) programs for credit will be offered. for his summer's work. bdl) 
1)0 This will affect those who have failed a One out of ten city high school students will D 
~class this year. And that's ten per cent of the end the school year with at least one failure. RD school's populations! This will also affect That's reason enough to offer learning op- 8 students who want special programs that they portunities in the summer that are likely to W can't take during the regular school year suceed for a teen. A student is far more likely~· CO [J because of program requirements and to return in September with a positive mental curriculum regulations. attitude towards school if he's had a good f.?B8 The School Board says there's no money to summer experience that won him credit. 
p keep summer schools open. Okay, what about But even students who perform "well" in :::lC~ 
0
9-Pcthe opportunity to learn outside the school? school could benefit from, for instance, a C?·:::H 
\..-' Why not grant credit for good opportunities para-medical class. . ' 
000[ that teens set up on their own to get an out-of- The staff at NEW EXPRESSION urges an ) ~ 
DOC:: school education over the summer months? In overhaul of the present credit-granting system 1& 
QOCthe Chicago area there are thousands of within the state, the city and North Central, -. ......,1 
wO[quatified persons who woutd teach teens the which is the major accrediting body in this~"""""""' 
00 c:skills they've learned themselves. area. An overhaul that would allow students to~~ 
c::H::Jl Some teens have figured out how to take receive credit for their summer learning. --tJ. C 
OCJCadvantage of this ltind of person and his or her We also urge more mergers between~,--, 
,........,0 1knowledge. But not for the credit they summer employment programs and the_.~ 
.....__. ·deserve! educational credit-granters of the city. J 0 C. 
Or::JC For instance, Felicia Wilson , a graduate of Perhaps persons qualified to grant credit need:J OC 
c:JCJ Lindblom, spent two rewarding summers to be hired as administrators of summer job I E:J 
t.Jc::lt:working in the pathology lab of Billings programs so that pay and credit can beOO 
t.::JO Hospital. While there, she helped process granted by a method that both teen and the t:::J C 
0 DC germ cultures and assisted in naming some accreditor agree to before the program begins. 0 P 
c:JCJ pathogenic diseases, responsibilities nor- And We Are Not The First To Ask. The t::JC 
ODC: malty needing two to four years of college, but National Panel on High School and 0 C 
,-.-,.all for no credit. Adolescent Education, headed by Dr. J. H. OC 
~ Felicia ended high school short one credit Martin and T H Bell U S Commissioner of 
CJO( for graduation. So last year she was forced to Education , · re.comrr',end . "comprehensive ~ CJO attend summer school! education though complementary L--'\. 
DOt: If she were the only victim of the credit arrangements and linkages among many C1 Owr game, the situation would still be bad. But organizations including schools. The Panel 0 C: 
there are hundreds more like her. would shift emphasis away from the com- l-) ~1 Dwight Jackson a graduate of Kenwood prehensive school toward comprehensive 0 \ ....... 11 .••• -' worked with the Emergency Medical education, arguing that the confines of one c:::::J 
DD(Technician program last summer. He building are no longer enough to contain all cJ Dc:J mastered this required course for a para- the valuable and necessary experiences for 
Oc::Jc medic. He wants to be a doctor, but he today's young person. r:::::J 
c::::Jr..., couldn 't receive high school credit for his If a goal of formal education institutions is :I Q 
""'-~summer efforts. the creation of the best learning environment, CJ 
CJc:J ( Willie McShane is a third case in point. the education mus ask, "What are the best p 0 
c=:lC Willie, a graduate of Carver, worked in the situations in which learning can take place?'' W 00 (music department of Madden Park, studying Not "how do we fit such learning situations in 
c:::JC perc~~sions . He wo.rked under ~n experienced the school." oa 
a::J C mus1c1an, Don Sm1th, who w1ll record with The panel made this statement a year ago. The c::J 
c:JCJ Savoy Records this month. schools have been this way for 75 years . How !J 0 
Or::::JC ~illie , too, was in credit trouble. He was much longer do we have to wait for a change! c:::J 
~:;d~r2)s~o~6~i~nd ~-- L:\Cl2);J..COocx::::J d"§O 
~~CJc:J~o~&t::Jo~ q::§oClCJDc::Jc::J o 
c::::::J ~o Cl c:l DCJ t:::l c::::::::l o c . 
c:::J o t::::::J t::J CJ '---' 0 oo or:;::J C::J r=:::l c::l CJ c ;::£< ~8 t::flo c:Jc:::J CJ CJ Q.Q_t:J -=a-:::::J c::::::l DOD t.:::l jj 
ll ao c::JClCJD Jl 0~£o oc:JC'l~~·o 
.JL c::JDCJ c:::J Ot::l lms~ -C-l o o c:J c::::lc::x:::l._, 
O lJ Oc::J Cl CJ c:::J CJ a 1""'7 Cl't:::=J c:::l oOD OD Q Oo ~ Po ~ ~~aooaooo .oo ~~c:::Jcc:::J~a ~· f] c:u.:Jaoao0 cco 0 ~-""" ,___, .......-""\ r-"'\ •::::a o a l=> o ac:::;:,,...... ..... ,.., OQ c::::Jt...---~\.-1 ~ ...__, '--' o -M~~-oo ooaa& t.. · L-J 
CJOCJCJCJDC:Jc:-J qoo::::Jooc7 E3 
Compliments ... 
and you shall gain alot of support! 
Good luck with the New Expressions!! 





The world seems to view cars as 
a teenage luxury. If they are a 
luxury for teens , then maybe teens 
should have to pay $1800 a year in 
insurance to drive one. 
But suppose cars are a necessity 
for some teens. What teen can 
afford an $1800 necessity (not to 
mention the $1500 for installment, 
maintenance, license and 
stickers)? 
Let me propose some real 
necessity that some teens have for 
a car: 
1. A teenager that is the only 
driver in the family and the 
family counts on him I her for 
transportation. 
2. Seniors involved in after-school 
job programs coordinated by 
the schools. 
3. Teens applying for jobs in-
volving driving, who don't have 
much of a chance to get the job 
because the employer's rates 
will rise. 
When teens can prove a need 
case like one of these, shouldn't 
there be a way to work out a 
realistic insurance plan? 
Just to give you an idea of how 
unrealistic most plans are, con-
sider the policies of Allstate, State 
Farm and American. Allstate 
charges $200 more than the 
parent's regular premium price 
when a teen is included in the 
insurance. State Farm doubles its 
$530 premium if a teen is added to 
the policy. That is with no tickets. 
State Farm doesn't deal with 
teenage policies without parents. 
American charges $1800 a year on 
a parent's policy or $1800 for the 
teen alone. 
The New Expression recom-
mends that insurance companies 
try a one-year teen plan. Teenage 
drivers would get a temporary 
policy for a year which would be 
rated as an adult policy. If at the 
end of that year, there are no traffic . 
violations on record, the driver/ 
would be rated as an adult driver. tf 
violations are recorded, the policy 
would shoot up to regular teen 
policy rates or the company would 
have the option to discontinue. 
If insurance companies make 
possible this one-year challenge 
policy, they would help cut down 
on traffic violations by teenage 
drivers. Teens would be trying to 
meet the requirements to get adult 
insurance rates, and the com-
munity would be safer. 
I think the New Expression is just 
what Chicago needs. I found the first 
1ssue to be very enlightening and very 
enJoyable. I guess it 's because I know 
people of my own age group wrote the 
stories. My favorite was the feature 
story on prom bids. I didn't know so 
many schools made their students pay 
for a bid regardless of whethPr they 
were gotng or not 1 
I would like to bring a thought to the 
mtnds of seniors. What happens after 
graduation? Many of the seniors I have 
spoken to are having a very rough time 
with their parents, getting a job and 
making it through school . 
Do you think it'~ an advantage or disadvantage to go to ~n intergrated High 
~chool? Holy Name Cathedral High School/ Photographs by Michael Caldwell 
Lots of Luck! 
Lesly Sanders 
... more compliments 
I had the pleasure of attending thl:! 
d1scuss1on forum wtth the Mayoral 
candtdates . It was very tnteresttng to 
ftnd out how 1mmature some of the 
cand1<iate::; were. It 11 weren't for Youth 
Communication Chicago Center 1 he 
dl cusst n forum would have nev0r 
'-'~" n place E.•1m though tne forum 
1 , ot n ... orqanll"d a:. 1t r;hould have 
n 1t Nas ':illll nco' Cont1nue to 
q1~c f(,rurr 011 the tl(;ede of the Youth 
When It's that time to walk across 
the stage, and we're reaching for our 
diploma, we have to think, what can 
we reach for 1n lhe future? That 
diploma says that you and I made it 
through high school, but it does not 
say that we'll "make it." 
Albert Nixon 
Chicago Vocat1onal 
Letters to the Editor should be ad-
dressed to the Opinion Page Editor, 
New Expression, 207 S. Wabash, 
Chicago 60604. Please s1gn letters and 
tnclucle ::1 home phone number We 
pwfer to pr1nt the author's name, so 
please do not ask us to withhold the 
namo without a serious reason. 
/ 
Sylvia Acevdo : 
I'm Puerto Rtcan, and I think It's an advantage to go to an in-
tegrated high school. I live in a neighborhood with mostly my 
type of people who say, 'Black people are bad, White people are 
dirty, Puerto Rican people are junkies and stuff' so when you 
go out and really meet the people, you learn that people are still 
really good, and they're not what one might have thought they 
were. 
Arabel Alva 
I find it an advantage because I'm Latin and usually Latin people 
tend to just stay tn their cu lture. When I come here 1 get to see 
so many other cultures If I would be goinQ to a school in my 
netghborhood, I would never be able to relate to people as well 
as I wtll when I get out of here. 
Virgm1a Woo 
It s a definite advantage because when you go to <~n tntegrateli 
school you learn to look at an tnd1v1dual as a person not by 
what color he Is. And I feel that students who go t9 an '" 
tenrated schoollo.now how to deal with people better. 
Undo schools' deMOCKracy 
ound and 
ilence 
By Michelle Banks 
Chicago-When I entered Lindblom 
1s a freshman my concept of student 
JOVernment was student represen-
atives of each grade level who met 
'iith the principal and members of the 
acuity on matters concerning policy-
naking and discipline. 
It thought student government 
;ould be used by students to exercise 
heir opinions on the welfare of their 
>chool community. However, this was 
10t the case. I found student 
~overnment was used by the student 
1s a form of prestige and by the ad-
inistration as a form of tokenism . 
In most of the Chicago Public high 
>chools there are two divisions of 
>tudent government : Class Officers , 
Nhere each class {except the freshman 
;lass) is run by a president, vice-
xesident, treasurer, and a secretary, 
3nd a Student Council that has two 
" ... The 'no questions asked, 
no questions answered' sus-
pension theory is dead!" 
representatives from each division. 
The Student Council is supposed to 
run the entire student body. 
We all know that in the majority of 
high schools the only things the 
student council run are dances and 
other school-sponsored activities! 
After talking to student council 
members of various schools, I am 
convinced that if the principal doesn't 
like a proposed rule, he can veto it and 
the subject is closed! When it comes 
to administering the policies, the 
faculty is the only real power. And this 
is supposed to be STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT! 
A high school with a real student 
government would have the three 
major branches of government : {1) the 
legislative branch , which is where all 
the policy-making (rules) occurs ; (2) 
the administrative branch, which is 
where the rules or policies :w-ould be 
made effective; and (3) the judicial 
branch, where the individual's rights 
would be protected . 
In my opinion the judicial should be 
the most important part of a student 
governmental system, and, yel , it is 
not recognized in most high schools. 
When I say recognized, I mean the 
schools don't even try to set up a 
mock of the judicial branch . 
If we had a judicial branch in our 
public schools, individuals would be 
tried by a jury of their peers. This 
would probably eliminate a lot of 
suspensions and a lot of crime in the 
school. 
It is time that we change the so-
called student government in our 
schools! The 'no question asked , no 
questions answered' suspension 
theory is dead! The only way we will 
ever have a fair government is if 
students are allowed to voice their 
opinions in situations that will affect 
their lives. 
New Expression 
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By Bob Daily 
Riverside-Student governments 
supposedly exist so that students may 
have a voice in their school's policy-
making. But these high ideals have 
been buried underneath the time-
consuming chores of school dances 
and Homecoming. Class officers now 
have little control over any matters of 
consequence. 
At Riverside-Brookfield high school 
there are two distinct governmental 
bodies: class government, which 
controls each individual class and 
Student Association {SA), which 
controls the entire student body. 
However, members of both groups 
agree that they have little control over 
what the students do. 
"We don't run anything," said senior 
Dan Malovany, an SA member. "We 
take care of dances and Homecoming, 
but besides that we haven't done 
anything of consequence. It's just like 
a ladies' auxiliary." 
Malovany feels that administration 
interference is the main cause for this 
lack of action. "Student-government is 
just a puppet of the administration. 
During an election one of the can-
didates for president was told by the 
Dean of Boys that SA meetings would 
be controlled if SA stepped out of 
line." 
Class officers Cindy Gustafson and 
Dennis Dillon have had the same 
experience. Junior class president 
Gustafson found that "the ad-
ministration doesn't like to change 
things that are traditional." Senior 
leader Dillon said, "Most of our time is 
spent raising money for the 
Homecoming float and Junior Prom." 
There is nothing wrong with these 
activities, because, as Gustafson 
admitted, somebody has to do it. 
What concerns me about many 
student governments is the fact that 
they rarely work for student rights. 
There are many potential decisions 
that could benefit the student body, 
but I have seen few of them actually 
carried out at my school, and I'm sure 
other schools have similar problems. 
For instance, many of the students 
at Riverside-Brookfield are in favor of 
an open cafeteria policy. But this 
year's Sfuaent Association has done -
little but talk about it. They have not 
approached the administration or 
offered any other solutions. 
" ... We don't run anything ... 
It's just like a ladies' auxil-
iary." 
It is impossible to categorize 
student government because two or 
three determined students might make 
any student council effective. But my 
experiences with a student-run 
government indicate that they will be 
little more than an activities-oriented 
club until students use their legal 
rights to turn them around. 
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The music man 
Todd rocks the Uptown 
By Robert Hebert 
The show started with a stereo videotape that was fragmented in part and 
difficult to understand . The enthusiastic crowd sat patiently through the ab-
stract movie we were viewing. They had come to see one of the most innovative 
rockers around, Todd Rundgren. 
This was my first trip to the Uptown Theatre. Compared to other madhouses 
around town, I was impressed. Suddenly the tape was over, the screen was 
raised, and Utopia came out rockin'. Gone were the army of keyboard players 
that at one time graced the stage of former Utopia concerts. It was apparent that 
most of the people came to see Todd. 
The group was made up of Todd Rundgren, vocals; Kasim Sulton, bass, 
vocals; John Wilcox, drums, vocals; and Roger Powell, keyboard , vocals. The 
people who came solely to see Todd Rundgren were in for a delightful surprise. 
All these musicians had exceptional musical talents and good vocal abilities . 
The sound equipment was not the best I've heard. The music and vocals were 
lost in the sound system at times. Todd Rundgren's guitar solos were too often 
buried under the combined efforts of his fellow Utopians. When the group really 
rocked it up, the lyrics sounded as if they were sung in a foreign language. The 
system would have totally destroyed the concert for many groups, but the in-
tensity at which Utopia performed more than made up for the poor system. 
As the group wound through various cuts from their latest two albums, 
"Another Live" and "RA", the crowd was very excited. "The Wheel" , and 
"Singing" and the " Glass Guitar" clearly were the favorites of the crowd. "The 
Wheel," called their campfire song by Rundgren, allowed Todd to demonstrate 
the group's harmony. "Glass Guitar," an electronic fairy tale, gives each 
member of the band extensive solos. 
Each performed brilliantly . The crowd reacted wildly when the group per-
formed their title song , " Utopia." After two encores , the crowd went home 
thorough I y entertained . 
Sceens on the screen 
TV ·needs teen programs 
By Tony Williams 
" Beyond Our Control" is an all-teen television production broadcast by 
WNDU-TV in South Bend , Indiana. The program is a Junior Achievement project 
that's been in existence for seven years. Each year, as experienced teens staff 
members leave, new ones join . The hour-long show with one of the biggest 
audiences of any local program in Indiana, is broadcast every Saturday evening 
in South Bend from six to seven o'clock. 
While viewing a video-tape of " Beyond Our Control," the first thing that came 
to my mind is "Monty Python's Flying Circus." The show was completely satire. 
It starts with an introduction of quick flashes of sports, movies , books, comedy 
and fiction. 
The acting, producing, screening, and directing is all accomplishea oy a teen 
staff. I really enjoyed watching other teens put something that good together. 
There are teens in Chicago with similiar skills, but they have no where to 
broadcast. Students at Julian, Curie, Orr, Whitney Young, Roberto Clemente, 
South Shore, Carver, King, Mother Macauly, Regina, Gordon Tech, Metro, St. 
Scholastica, New Trier, and Highland Park all have school television facilities, 
but none of their programs are broadcast to the city as the South Bend program 
is . 
Most of Chicago's TV stations aren't interested in teen programming . Only 
Channel Eleven and Channel Five are making any attempts . I talked with the 
program managers of both stations . 
Dick Bowmen of Channel 11 gave me a list of programs that his station 
considers to be teen shows: " Sound Stage," " Monty Python's Flying Circus," 
"Feedback," and, starting this fall, "As We See lt." Only this last show is teen-
produced, and it won't begin production until the fall. Students in the area have 
already been drafted to work on that show. 
Then I talked to John Petrie of Channel Five. He mentioned that WMAQ had a 
teen talk show last year called "Rap It Up," but it was discontinued because of 
very poor ratings-hardly anyone was watching it. 
After I told him what I was writing about, he expressed h1s station's concern 
about teen productions. "The problem with teen productions are, first of all, 
unions and secondly, finding teens responsible enough to organize a program 
such as "Beyond Our Control." He promised that if enough teens express in-
terest in a program, his station would consider it. But he has to have proof. 
We agreed that if I can get a lot of teens writing into New Expression 
demonstrating an interest, he would sit down with me and look over the mail-
ins. If you are interested in a show or being involved in a show, I'm asking you 
as teens to mail in the coupon below so that we can increase our TV op-
portunities in Chicago and enjoy our own TV entertainment. 
Name School 
Address 
Wllat would you like to see in a teen production? 
Would you li~e to be involved? 
If so, how? 
Mail back to Anthony Williams, New Expression, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago 
60604. 
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Girls have their day • 1n State Basketball 
By Marnl Vanliew 
The bleachers fi lled up fast. 
Silence was long gone! 
Thousands of people were 
screammg and stomping. 
There was no way in the world 
I could hear someone stand-
ing next to me. 
The band started playing 
jazzy funk Amps distorted the 
sounds of guitars , and a 
sweet voice like Minnie 
Riperton was trying to have 
her bal lad heard above the 
roar of the crowd 
The music encouraged 
coach , which was as close to 
equality as any schools came 
in th1s mvest1gation. 
One reason many schools 
g1ve for the difference in 
salary is the difference in 
playing season . Of course, 
the boys' season in most 
conferences extends at least a 
month longer than the g1rls 
even though the girls' state 
championsh ip follows the 
conclusion of the boys' 
season 
Sterling H.S. first 
state girls champions people to start moving . The 
bleachers were filled with 
people swaying back and 
forth . singing the Minnie 
Riperton songs 
The Fenger girls' team reaches the Public League Championship without a loss In Its history. Photo Well , 1t's all over now ex-
cept for the kudos for the first 
State G1rls' Champions and 
the bittersweet memories of 
good games played by the 
teams who didn't quite make 
it to the tournament's fmal 
buzzer And maybe. just 
maybe next year girls' basket-
ball will move out of the 
minors and into the b1g league 
status of their brother teams. 
A few reporters stood 
around the door asking for 
directions on where to sit. 
They had trouble finding room 
to take pictures 
The screaming quieted 
some in order for the band to 
be louder. And then for the 
biggest noise challenge of all , 
this crowd cut loose to greet 
their heroines. A maddening 
roar went up. The Public 
League Championship for 
girls basketball had begun! 
What a contrast to the rest 
of the season. Earlier in the 
year it was common for only 
100 people to show up at a 
girls' basketball game, while 
the boys attracted at least 
350. There were no bands, no 
press, no pictures back then. 
There wasn't any crowded 
space. 
The differences between the 
boys' and the girls' teams 
don't end there. 
In a sampling survey of 
public high schools I found 
that Gage Park high doesn't 
have a girls basketball team. 
At Kenwood, south, and 
Farragut , west , there are two 
gyms, one for the girls and 
one for the boys so that girls 
do have a practice facility, 
courtesy of The Chicago Tribune. 
wh1ch 1sn't the case at 
Wh itney Young . At the girls' 
games, about 100 people 
show up compared to the 400-
500 that show up for the boys. 
The hourly pay for girls' and 
boys' basketball coaches in 
the Chicago Public Schools is 
the same. However, the girls' 
coaches are only allowed to 
claim one hundred hours of 
coaching time for the season 
while the boys' coaches are 
allowed 240 hours of paid 
coaching time . 
The girls' coaches I talked 
with feel that the total money 
available for coaching time 
should be equally divided 
between the coaches of the 
girls' sports and the boys' 
sports. 
The suburban high schools 
tend to break down the salary 
differences between the boys' 
and girls' coaches according 
to the sport , to the number of 
years' experience a'S coach 
and to whether the sport is 
girls or boys . In one west 
Tired of the same B.S.? 
We students at Community High School 
would like to show you how to become a part of 
our school and to take charge of your life. 
Community is a place where you can express 
and follow through on your ideas. You help make 
the school's decisions; your opinions count! 
Staff and students are equal. We're small and 
friendly. 
Our school grants accredited diplomas. We're 
on the North Side. For more information on a 
different way to learn, call 275-3841. 
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suburban school the head 
coach of the boys' team is 
paid $1 ,350 extra for coaching 
while the girls' coach is paid 
$775 if she has six year's 
experience. Another school 
district in the southwest Palos 
area offers $1 ,450 to a boys' 
coach with four years ex-
perience and $1 ,175 for a girls' 
Sportin' it for ya 
By Kenneth Simpson 
Baseball Anyone! 
Public League baseball gets into full swing in the month of 
April. This year's favorites include Public League Champs CVS 
and runner-up Clemente. Schools also fielding strong teams 
are Kennedy and Steinmetz. 
The Catholic League, which produced state champs Brother 
Rice, also start its season in April. Catholic League and Public 
League games are played in public parks , so get out and 
support your favorite high school. There's no admission. 
look out Moscow 
This year's outdoor track season could be one of the most 
exciting m Public League history . King High surprised everyone 
by winning the Eastern Invitational during the indoor season 
against strong suburban competition. Another surprise was the 
defeat handed to powerhouse Lane by DuSable. With so many 
schools building strong track teams, this year's outdoor season 
will no longer have one or two teams taking all the honors. 
We get letters 
Last month's comment on the CVS football team received 
much criticism from CVS students. One of the letters follows: 
Dear Editor : 
We don't appreciate Eric Clemons' article on CVS's football 
team. Is it because Eric is a senior that he is biased against the 
up-coming team . If we took city before, why can't we take it 
again. Eric's article was unfair, prejudice and just plain stupid. 
More training, girls! 
Henry Williams 
Ernest Jones 
If girls high school sports are to become popular, coaches 
will have to take the physical preparation of girl athletes more 
seriously. Male athletes spend anywhere from two weeks to a 
month conditioning their bodies before they actually start 
playing a competitor. Girls' sports seem to be slower with less 
action toward the end of the event because girls seem to lack 
the stamina to go 100% the length of the game. This was very 
apparent during the girls ' city championship basketball game. 
Lack of body control is another problem girl athletes display. 
The lack of body control causes a lot of unnecessary fouls, 
which also slows down the pace of the game. If girls want the 
public to support their sports, they should concentrate a little 
more on the conditioning of the body and achieving body con-
trol. 
Quiz Answers 
1 . NO. Doctors say there are no phys1cal i ll side effects. 
2. YES. The egg can still be there and be fertilized . 
3 . NO. 
4. YES. But , personal hyg1ene is the key . If you take a 
bath once a day and change into clean cloth ing, you 
should avo1d tnfe?tion . If you are already affected, 
take a bath . paymg spec1al attent ion to the area 
mfected , and then go see a doctor. 
5. YES. If the clothes are infected, 
6. NOT WITH A-BSOLUTE SAFETY. The condom 
greatly reduces the chances, but only 1f used 
properly. 
7. MORE DANGEROUS THAN CHILDBIRTH FOR 
WOMEN 20 to 30 YEARS OLD. According to a five-
year study by World Watch Institute, there are 104 
deaths per thousand bab1es among teenage mothers 
and only 53 deaths to mothers ages 25 to 29. 
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istory classes lost • 1n twilight zone 
By Deborah D. Pogue 
We all know that the name 
of a course does not always 
relate to the real content 
offered in the classroom. For 
instance, the well known 
WtiAT~S 
ltiAVV~~~~(7 
Robin Renee Haymon 
and Kelvin Woods 
If you know of any activities 
that would interest and in-
volve teens, we will publicize 
them free of charge. Send us a 
notice which gives the title of 
the activity, the address, time 
and date, cost (i f any) and the 
sponsor. Include your phone 
number. We must have this 
information by April 20 to be 
printed in the May issue. 
Events should date from May 
4 to June 6. · 
"A Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum," a musical 
presented by the Lane Tech . 
Musical Theater from Apr . 15-17, 
7:30 p.m. cost $2.50. 
Josep Phinum's Community 
Renewal Chorus will sing May 1, 
3 p.m. in the gym at 1501 N. 
Oakly. 
Pianist Abbey Simon by 
arrangement with Harold Shaw, 
will be at Orchestra Hall, Sunday 
afternoon , Apr. 17, 3 p.m. Ticket 
prices are from $5-$8. For more 
information call 372-0566. 
Chicago 4-H Variety Show, 
presented by Gage Park high 
school at 5630 S. Rockwell , on 
April 7, 2 p.m. Admission is free . 
Sponsored by the South YMCA at 
1833 E. 71 Street. are : Sports 
Clinic, for ages 13-18, on Apr. 8, 
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Tennis on 
Tues. and Thurs. 5 to 7 p.m. 
Modeling, on Thurs. from 7 to 9 
p.m. and Sat. from 2-4 p.m. for 
girls ages 13-19. Slenderamics, 
on Tues . and Thurs. from 7 to 9 
p.m. Also Cheerleading on Sat. 
from 9 to 11 a.m . For more in-
formation call 363-6300. 
As many of you know, 
spring break is coming closer 
and closer. Most of you have 
already made plans, but then 
there are those of you who' ll 
be sitting around in the house 
watching re-runs on TV or 
making phone calls listening 
to what your friends have · 
done all day. This month's 
Issue of "What's Happening" 
offers some ideas to shake 
boredom. 
"Learn to Swim Week," spon- · 
sored by the South Shore YMCA, ......._ 
1833 E. 71 Street, Apr. 25-29; fee ~ 
$1 . For more information call 363- " 
6300. 
The "Chicago Urban Environ-
mental Conference (C.U.E.C.), 
course " Contemporary Ameri-
can History" gives one im-
pression by title, but the 
experience ... well. 
George walked into his 
C.A.H. class expecting to find 
out about the NOW America. 
The teacher wrote a date on 
the board, " 1240." George 
didn't understand ; he knew 
America didn't exist in 1240. 
The teacher then wrote the 
word " Russia" on the board. 
George was throughly con-
fused. Why was he listening 
to a lecture about 1240 in 
Russta, when it was 1977 in 
America, in a course called 
Contemporary American His-
tory? 
Jill's teacher was in the 
right country, but he was in 
the wrong time period. He had 
been lecturing about America 
in the 1920's since September. 
It seems as though the in-
We do it all with you 
. . 
You're "a sure thing 
for NEW EXPRESSION 
if: 
+ you are a teenager 





Apr. 28-May 1. Its themes deal 1-
with the comparisons of nature U: 
and humans. Try 6 :30a.m. bird ~ 
walks along Lake Michigan to 
identify mtgrating birds or take an 
architecture tour. call 427-4256, 
take photos 
sell advertising 
capture the teen scene 
for further information and 
student rates. 
The long awaited arrival of the 
Exhibit of King Tut's bust in gold 
will be at the Field ·Museum Of 
Natural History, Apr. 15-Aug. 15. 
Admission is free. 
Style Show presented by the 
Academy of Our Lady, 1309 W. 
95th on Apr. 25, from 12 :15 to 
2:30 p.m. 
Ramsey Lewis & Company are 
guest of Aquinas Dominican 
Annual Spring Benefit on Apr. 29, 
8 p.m. in the Prudential Building , 
130 E. Randolph Street. The 
tickets are $1 5. 
The South Shore YMCA located 
at 1833 E. 71 st Street , will have 
intervtews 'for Day-Camp 
Counseling Jobs, May 9-13, You 
must be between ages 14 and 21 . 
HERE'S HOW: 
+ come to the office at 
2 07 South Wabash, 4th floor 
+ meet the staff 
+ check-out opportunities for you 
At 
Youth Communication 
structor will never reach the 
1930's. 
Pa.ul was in Modern World 
History. His class was 
beginning their studies on 
China. The teacher began 
lecturing, "The leader of 
China is Chairman Mao." Paul 
knew this was incorrect. He 
told the teacher so. He 
reminded the teacher that 
Chairman Mao had died late 
last year. The teacher warned 
- -DAWSON-
him not to argue, that he 
would learn about the present 
state of China when he got 
into C.A.H. 
Ron is in a U.S. History 
class. The instructor ex-
plained in the beginning of the 
course that emphasis would 
be put on current proposals 
and bills before Congress. 
Now, in March, 1977 Ron 's 
instructor is lecturing on the 
proposal to lower the voting 
age to 18. 
Michelle is in a C.A.H. 
class whose instructor relies 
more on the written word than 
the spoken word. The text-
book in question is dull green 
in color. The writing on the 
cover is in white and says 
Problems of Democracy, " new 
edition." The copyright date is 
1967. How new is that? 
Here are a sampling of high 
school textbooks now in use 
and their copyright dates. 
Farragut 
History of the Free 
People 1958 
Westinghouse 
Comparative Pol I tical 
Systems 1967 
Harlan 
Goals of Democracy 1968 
Joyce was finding it in-
credibly hard to believe that 
18th Dynasty Egypt has a 
direct relationship with 20th 
Century America. But then , 
there was the promise of 
visiting King Tut's treasures 
when they are exhibited here 
in April. 
Eureka!! The secret is 
surfacing. If you want to deal 
with contemporary affairs , try 
taking the course in Ancient 
History . 
Graduating 
this year ... 
Consider the business of business . .... .. .. .. banking. 
From the smallest merchandise cart to the largest 
corporation, banking is the meeting ground of business. It's an 
exciting, changing world; and you can make the most of it in 
a banking career ~ith the Harris Bank. 
We have a lot to offer to t he new graduate: opportunities 
aimed at making the most of your talents .. . one of the most 
outstanding training programs in the field ... and a wide 
variety of areas in which to start your career. If you have 
typing, secretarial skills , data processing training, accounting 
and bookkeeping courses, or any business-related interest, talk 
with us. For appointment ca II 461-7844 or 461-7645 
Hubert is READY 
to TALK BUSINESS 
'------- ---------------
~':'=HARRIS n~BANK 
H.rr11 Trurt !!< Savings Bonk. 111 W Monroe St I ChiCIIIO IL 60690 
Moomber FOIA Federal Reserv• Svstorn 
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Growing up 
in Chicago 
Photo by Kim Klrtand 
Tot'n Stuff 
By Antoinette Clark 
How do kids tote their stuff? 
They tote it in knapsack~. shopping bags, 
garbage cans. briefcases, umbrella 
stands. 
They tote it in bandanas, pockets, blue jeans 
And other things 
Poor little tote 
But what happens to it? 
It gets stepped on, kicked at, dragged 
through mud puddles, used as a 
ha nkerch i ef 
It becomes an emergency telephone book, 
A cnb sheet for a first period Engl1sh exam, 
A love note 
And other things. 
Poor, poor little tote. 
But what does it get s uffed w1th? 
It gets stuffed with penctls. pens, notepads, 
cigarettes, matches, giant life s1ze statues 
of Elton John, elephants (ouch). Biology 
books, crumbled up report cards, make-
up, dead frogs, sw1mming trunks, day old 
sandwiches (yuck), 
And other things. 
Poor. poor. poor little tote! 
What have they done to you? 
Where will you be in two years? 
Where will all th1s junk be 1n two years? 
I don't know. 
Poor little tot 'n' s tuff 
